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THE DRAG AND INTERFERXITCEOF A NACELLE IN THE PRESENCE OF A WING.

By Eastman N. Jacobs.

Summary

A wing-nacelle interference investigation was ronducted in

the Variable Density Wind Tunnel of the National Advisory Com-

mittee for Aeronautics, to determine why the N.A.C.A. cowling

did not yield the expected increase in speed when adapted to

the outbo~d nacelles of trirnotoredairplanes. The interfer-

9 ence and drag of a combination of a wing and nacelle were meas-

ured for several different positions of the nacelle, and also,
s

for seversl different forms of nacelle-to-wing fairing.

The results indicate that the drag and interference of a

Wright Whirlwind engine nacelle with the N,.A.C.A.rowling, when

combined with a thick wing, can be reduced fzornit~ value as

~rigina31y applied cf 152 lb., to 25 lb. at 100 m.p.h., by chug-

ing its positim and faixing it into the wing.

Intr~duction

With the better general understanding of the aerodynamic

behavior of bodies there has co~ a growing interest in the
●

problem of interference. This interest has been shown to be

● well justified by a few mere or less haphazard investigationbq

.1
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The Nationsl Advisory Ccumittee for Aeronautics, realizing the

importance of this problem, has formulated an extensive reseaxch

pr~gram of which this investigation, dealing with the interfer-
.

ence bet~een an engine nacelle and wing withcut including pro-

peller interference, may be considered a preliminary part. At

present, the program is being carried further by testing combi-

nations of nacelles and wings in the propeller research tunnel

so that propeller interference effects may be included.

The problem of how a fuselage or nacelle should be combined

with a wing in order to Minimize adverse aerfidynaiiicinterfer-

ence between them is probably one of the most ,important. ThiS

was demonstrated by flight tests of a trimotored Fokker F-?

conducted by the Flight Operations Division of the Committeefs

laboratory before sm.dafter applying the N.A.C.A. cowling to

the engines. Tests on a nacelle alone in the propeller reseaxch

tunnel had indicated that a marked increase in the high speed

of t’heairplane might be expected fr~m the application of the

new cowling. However, the flight tests indicated only a slight

increase in speed. The eutbeard engines on this airplane are so

located that when the cowling was applied it came to within 3

inches cf the lower surface of the wing. It seemed obvious

that the failure to secure tho expected increase in high speed

must be due to interference effects between the nacelle and the

wing. The present investigation was undertaken in the Variable

Density Wind Tunnel to study this interference and the possibil-

1
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ity of reducing it either by fairing the r.aoelleinto the wing

or by changing its relative positior..

Since the results obtained wers to be used as a guide ion

subsequent mcdificatirns to the full scale airplane, the tests

in the tunnel were simplified so that the results cculd be made

available as soon as pmssible. Tests were made with tunnel air

pressures rf 1 ad 10 atmospheres cn a one-tenth scale model

nacelle mcunted on a simplified wing. The lift and drag were

measured cnly at angles cf attack near zero degrees, ncrrespond-

ing to ths singlenf attack for high-speed flight of the airplane.

The propeller was omitted altogether and nc acccunt was taken of

its effect. Several different vertical.pnsiticns Pf the nacelle
●

were investigated a~ well as several types cf fairing into the

.
wimg ● The fcre and aft positicn with respect to the wing was

net chaaged.

The Variable

its operation are

Apparatus and Tests

Density Wind Tunnel and the theory underlying

described in Reference 1. The tunne~, however,

ha~ since been rebuilt as an open throat type having an air

stream at the test secticn 5 feet in diameter.

A rectangular wing ef mshogany, 36 by 14-3/4 inches, was

used in conjunction with the nacelles. The section of the wing

was built according to the dimensions given in Figure 1, which
●

were taken frcm the Fokker F-~-airplane wing at a staticn in

a the neighborhood of one of the nacelles. Fcr this investigation
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it was considered unnecessary to model the entire wing accurately,
.

and by reducing the aspect ratio, it was possible to test a wing

section and nacelle as large as cne-tenth scale. The ends of

the wing were rounded in crder to retiune

it h~ a unifcrm section along the span.

Two nacelle models mere used in the

the ~onventionsl type and one similar tr

its but otherwise

investigation, one of

a nacelle having the

N.A.fl.A.cowling. The conventional nacelle, hotiever,was tested

only in cne combination with the wing in order to determine its

drag and interference as installed on the Fokker airplane.

The N.A.C.A. nacelle mcdel was built one-tenth scale accord-

ing to dimensions and drawings given in Reference 2. The main●

bcdy was turned from one piece of wood and the nose cap from
.

another (Tig. 5). These two parts were held in their proper

relative positions by means of dowels passing through the cap

and into the nacelle. These dowels, passing acress the air

space, also simulated the oylinders in the full scale nacelle.

Some doubt was felt as to whether these dowels simulated the

cylinders with sufficient accuracy; consequently, the drag of

the nacelle alone was measured at a pressure+cf 12 atmospheres

to obtain a check with the tests on a simil~ full scale nacelle

in the

pounds
s

*

propeller reseaxch tunnel. The result~, expressed in

at 100 m.p.h., were as follows:
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Variable Density Tunnel (1 atmosphere)

Variable Density Tunnel (10 atmospheres)

Propeller Research Tunnel

5

50

39

43

The Reynolds Nhmber corresponding to the 10–atmosphere

tests in the Variable Density Wind Tunnel was approximately one-

half that of the tests in

A nacelle simulating

built so that the dr~ of

measured. This model was

the Propeller Reseaxch Tunnel.

the originsl Fokker nacelle was elso

the originel combination could be

made from measurements tsken from the

airplane. Figure 4 indicates the general shape of the nacelle

and how the Wright Whirlwind engine was modeled. The drag of

.
this nacelle and engine was measured,

. expressed in pounds at 100 m.p.h.:

Variable Density Tunnel (10

Propeller .ResearchTunnel

The last figure represents the result

research tunnel on a nacelle of about

with the following results,

atmospheres} 165

155

of a test in the propeller

the same proportions, but

of somewhat.better shape (Reference 2).

The nacelles were attached to th; wing by three dowels,

the exposed parts of which were reduced tc approximate stream-

line strut secticns. Force tests on each combination of wing s

and nacelle mere made with air densities in the tunnel of 1 and
*

10 atmospheres at angles of attack of -4°, -2°, 0°, 2°, ~d 4°~

A similar test was i~adem the wing without the nacelle and sup-.

porting struts.
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The drag of the

. were plotted against

tween the two values

drag incurred by the

will be spcken of as

combination snd the drag cf the wing alone

lift. At a given lift the difference be-

was taken as representing the additional

additicn of a nacelle. This difference

the drag and interference cf the nacelle.

Results

Curves sze plotted in Figures 2 and 3, representing the drag

and interference, expressed in pounds at 100 m.p.h., of th’ena-

celles under the various conditions. The curves in Figure 2

indicate the drag and interference of the nacelle when it is

placed in various positions above and below the wing. In Figure.

3 the effect cf.
.

wws is shown.

the lift of the

combining’the nacelle with

In both figures the curves

combination and the dotted

the wing in different

are plotted against

line connecting a

point on each curve ‘indicateszero angle of attack which is ap-

proximately the condition of high-speed flight of the Fokkpr F-7

airplene. The smsll sketches on the figures designated A to H

9 indicate approximately how the nacelle and wing were combined.

Combination A (Fig. 4) represents the original uncowled

nacelle located as on the ai~plane and B (Fig. 5) represents

the same location, but with the N.A.C.A. cowling. ‘This is

the condition for which dimensions are given in Figure 1. Cloln-

b bination O (Fig. 6) represents the ssme lccation except that

the nacelle has been-lowered a distance corresponding to 10.
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inches full scale. Cmnbinaticm D represents the nacelle low-

ered 30 inches from the original posi$icn, which is sufficient to

allow the slip stream to pass under the wing. ~cmbinati6ns E

and F represent nacelle locatic+nsabove the wing, the distwce

from the top of the wing to the bottcm of the nacelle being 10

inches for combination E, and 30 inches for combination F:

The results of fairing the nacelle intc the wing are shown

in Figure 3, Sketches indicating the type of fairing and posi-

tion of nacelle are given on the figure. The photographs of

the models (Figs. ? to 12), indicate more accurately the fair-

ing used in each case. As shown in the photographs, the fillets
.

and, in some instances, all of the fairings, were formed from

. plasticize. Conditions G, H and I represent different types

?f fairing with the p~siticn of the engirLeunaltered~ To cbtain

combination J, the cowling was raised to bring the top into-

th= leading edge of the wing. For combination K, the c~wling

was raised suffi~iently to give a slot of normsl width for dis-

charging the cooling air over the upper surface of the wing.

Combination L represents a positicn of the nacelle in whioh

most of its body is enclosed within the wing.

Di scu s s i on
.

This investigation, while limited

clearly the importance of interference
.

interference effects frcm nacelle-wing

.

in scope, indicates

effects and how adverse

combinations may be re-
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duced. The method cf investigating the prcblem, that

testing small mcdels at a Reynolds Number approaching

8

is, hy

that of

full scale in ths Variable Density Tunnel, while subject t~ scme

coxrectior.because the propeller is net included, has the de-

cided advantage that al.terati~nsto the mcdel may be easily and

quickly made. This fact enables results to be produced more

quickly and makes it feasible to e~eriment with small changes

in fairing, which would be much more diffioult were the tests

conducted on a full scale combinatim~

The effect of prcpeller interference is usually measured

by comparing the propulsive efficiency of a propeller-lwdy com-

bination with that of the propeller alone. The investigation
●

of Reference 3 indioates that this is ef secondaxy impertanne
.

as compared with the interference effects here considered, pr@-

vided that the propeller is not unreascnakly close to a l~ge

{~bject~ Therefcre, when applying these results, a suitable

value for the propulsive efficiency may be taken frqm Reference

3, which will be slightly lower than the efficiency of the pro-

peller alene.

Effect of Nacelle Pcsition.- Referring to

effect of changing the vertical location of the

Figure 2, the

nacelle with

respect to the wing may be studied. The origin~ location,below

the wing is least effic~ent, having a drag and.interference of

L 150 pounds at 100 m.p.h. The importance cf this drag may be

appreciated by considering that, on the assumption of 75 per cent
.
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propulsive efficiency, the entire 200 hp of the engine would be

required to overcome the drag and interference of the nacelle at

an air speed of 155 m.p.h~ Lowering the nacelle reduced the

drag to 75 pounds in spite of the longer supporting struts, the

drag of which is included with the nacelle drag ,andinterfer-

ence. Probably because of the addition&1 strut drag, further

lowering of the nacelle reduces the drag only slightly. When.
the nacelle is placed below the wing its drag decreases as the

angle of attack is increased. When the nacelle is placed above

the wing the

spacing even
.

celle over a

.

opposite is true fid the drag is higher for a given

at si~a,l.1negative angles, so that placing the na-

thick wing should be avoided.

Effect of Fairing the Nacelle into the Wing.- Figure 3

indicates that the most advantageous method of ccmbining a na-

celle ad wing is to place the nacelle as far as possi’olewithin

the wing. Howeverj by simply filling in between the wing and

nacelle with

changing the

pounds to 49

be mentioned

plasticize, as indicated in Fi=-e 8, without

relative location, the

pounds at zero degrees

that a fairing ,simil~

flight seemed to burble on one side,

drag was reduced from 152

angle of attack. It should

to No. ~ when tried in

apparently as a result of

the slipstream rotation. Thexefore, combinations similar to
..

K and L seem mere desirable aside from the fact that the drag
.,

● is less without the propeller.
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Previously it has not been considered desirable to enclose

part of the nacelle within the wing because of the disturbing

effect of the projecting cylinders cm the flow ever the wing.

However, with a cowling of the engine similar to the N.A.C.A~

cowling, this cbjectirn is largely reinQvedand there seems te

be no objection to utilizing the possible reducticn in total

frcntal area. These results indicatethat by changing frcm the

usual combination A, to the best combination with the N.A.5.A.

oowling L, the drag is reduced frcm 162 pounds to 25 pcunds

at 100 m.p~h., and zero degrees angle of attack.
●

Interference Effect on the Lift.- Referring to Figures 2

. and 3, the effect of the nacelles on the lift cf the wing is in-

dicated by the horizontal displacement of the points connected.

by the dotted line indicating zero angle of attack. The inter-

section of the dotted line and the lift axis indicates the lift

of the wing alone. The lift is reduced when the nacelle is

placed below the wing and a further reduction results from clos-

ing the space between the nacelle and wing. The largest nacelle

fairing G, caused the g~eatest reduction in lift and the com-

binations giving,,the lowest dr% K Wd L, had very little ef-

fect on the lift. This interference effect on the lift is of

importance mainly because cf the indirect effect on the drag

of the combination. The reduction in lift probably occurs
.

mainly.on that part of the wing in the neighborhood of the na-

. celle and it follows that if the lift is altered by the addi~ion
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of a nacelle, the dist~ikuttcn of lift aleng the span must de–

part further from the ideal elliptical distribution, causing,

in turn, a greater induced drag at a given lift.

Scsle Effect.- The results of the low scale te~ts have not

beer.given, because a comparison of the results obtained at 1

atmosphere pressurp with those at 10 atmospheres shcwed that

the scale effect is of secondary importance. However, it may

be stated that the order of merit of the different

is about the sane at the lower scale, but the drag

parts end of the combinations is frem 25 to 5CIper

in most cases.

C on c lu si on s

combinations

of both the

cent higher

.

Sufficiently large adverse interference effects may be en-

countered when the N.A.C.A. cewling is applied to the nacelles

of some airplanes, that practically no reduction in the tctal

drag of the combination will result.

When a low drag nacelle is combined with a relatively thick

“ wing, the lewest drag may be obtained by placing the nacelle so

that it is psxtially enclosed within the wing.

The results of these model tests indicate that the drag and

interference of a Wright Whirlwind engine nacelle with N.A.C.A.

cowling when combined with a thick wing can be reduced frcm its
.

value as originally applied of 152 lb. to 25 lb. at 100 m.p.h.

●
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by changing its position and fairing it into the wing.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., July 25, 1929.
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Fig.1 Nacelle and wing
original nacelle

profile showing
location.
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Drag of wing subtracted from drag of combination
expressed in pound~ at 100 miles per hour for Wright
Whirlwind engine,nacelle.
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